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Abstract.

The Sentinel-5P TROPOMI instrument, launched in October 2017, provides unique observations of atmospheric trace gases

at a high resolution of about 5 km with near-daily global coverage, resolving individual sources like thermal power plants,

industrial complexes, fires, medium-scale towns, roads and shipping routes. Even though Sentinel-5P (S5P) is a global mission,

these datasets are especially well suited to test high-resolution regional-scale air quality (AQ) models and provide valuable input5

for emission inversion systems.

In Europe, the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) has implemented an operational regional AQ forecast-

ing capability based on an ensemble of 7 up to 11 European models, available at a resolution of 0.1
◦ × 0.1

◦
. In this paper, we

present comparisons between TROPOMI observations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and the CAMS AQ forecasts and analyses

of NO2. We discuss the different ways of making these comparisons, and present quantitative results in the form of maps for10

individual days, summer and winter months as well as a time series for European sub-regions and cities between May 2018 to

March 2021. The CAMS regional products generally capture the fine-scale daily and averaged features observed by TROPOMI

in much detail. In summer, the quantitative comparison shows a close agreement between TROPOMI and the CAMS ensemble

NO2 tropospheric columns, but in winter we find a significant discrepancy in the column amounts over much of Europe. The

possible causes for these differences are discussed, focusing on the possible impact of retrieval and modelling errors. Apart15

from comparisons with the CAMS ensemble, we also present results for comparisons with the individual CAMS models for

selected months.

Furthermore, we demonstrate the importance of the free tropospheric contribution to the estimation of the tropospheric

column, and thus include profile information from the CAMS configuration of the ECMWF’s global integrated model above

3 km altitude in the comparisons. We also show that replacing the global 1
◦ × 1

◦
a priori information in the retrieval by the20

regional 0.1
◦×0.1

◦
resolution profiles of CAMS leads to significant changes in the TROPOMI retrieved tropospheric column,

with typical increases at the emission hotspots up to 30% and smaller increases or decreases elsewhere. As a spin-off, we
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present a new TROPOMI NO2 level-2 data product for Europe, based on the replacement of the original TM5-MP generated

global a priori profile by the regional CAMS ensemble profile. This European NO2 product is compared with ground-based

remote sensing measurements of 6 Pandora instruments of the Pandonia global network and 8 MAX-DOAS instruments. As25

compared to the standard S5P tropospheric NO2 column data, the overall bias of the new product is smaller owing to a reduction

of the multiplicative bias, while compared to the CAMS tropospheric NO2 columns, dispersion and correlation parameters with

respect to the standard data are superior.

1 Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a key component of air pollution. In combination with hydrocarbons and sunlight NO2 produces30

ozone, with significant health implications. Furthermore, NO2 contributes to the formation of secondary aerosol in the atmo-

sphere and leads to acidification and eutrophication of the environment. Monitoring of NO2 is therefore of major importance,

and space-based observations complement dedicated air-quality networks of surface air quality monitoring stations in areas

with poor coverage, providing also valuable information about values above the surface which are otherwise very scarce.

Monitoring of atmospheric NO2 from space has a long history, starting with the launch of the GOME instrument. More35

recently a new generation of space spectrometers was developed to provide observations at the kilometer scale. The Sentinel-

5P TROPOMI instrument (Veefkind et al., 2012), launched in October 2017, is providing unprecedented detail and, thanks to

its high spatial resolution, is able to identify emissions from individual sources.

The Geostationary Environment Monitoring Spectrometer (GEMS) (Choi et al., 2018) instrument on the Korean Aerospace

Research Institute GEO-KOMPSAT-2B satellite was launched in February 2020. This is the first of a geostationary constellation40

of 3 satellites which combines high resolution with diurnal sampling including TEMPO over the US (Zoogman et al., 2017)

and Sentinel-4 (Ingmann et al., 2012) for Europe. The main mission objective for this new generation of satellites is the detailed

monitoring of the spatial and temporal distribution of emissions. Apart from NO2, these instruments, including TROPOMI,

measure a number of key air pollutants, including CO (Borsdorff et al., 2018a), HCHO (De Smedt et al., 2018) and SO2

(Theys et al., 2017). In the past decades, satellite NO2 observations have been compared with global (e.g., Noije et al., 2006)45

and regional models (e.g., Huijnen et al., 2010b). Because of their high resolution, this new generation of satellite instruments

like TROPOMI, provide enough detail to contribute to air pollution and emission monitoring at the regional and local scales.

The European Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS; https://atmosphere.copernicus.eu, last access: 20 May

2022), provides operational daily analyses, forecasts as well as reanalyses of the atmospheric composition at the global and

regional scale. The CAMS systems are making direct use of satellite atmospheric composition observations (including reactive50

gases like ozone (Inness et al., 2019b), CO and NO2, aerosol properties and greenhouse gases), with a special focus on

the Copernicus Sentinel satellites. Combining models and satellite data using advanced data assimilation techniques leads

to consistent daily analyses and reanalyses of concentrations and emissions, consistent with the observations (Inness et al.,

2015, 2019a; Miyazaki et al., 2020).
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In 2020 the satellite observations of TROPOMI attracted massive attention, both in science and in the media. As a positive55

side effect of the lock-down measures worldwide, several sectors have experienced strong reductions in activity and emission

levels (road traffic, air transport, industry) which induced sharp drops in the levels of certain pollutants (Gkatzelis et al., 2021;

Bauwens et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2020) and was clearly observed from space. Also, within CAMS, dedicated studies have been

launched to study the emission (Guevara et al., 2021) and concentration (Barré et al., 2021) changes in Europe, accounting for

the variability introduced by weather changes.60

Satellite instruments like OMI and TROPOMI have clearly demonstrated the capability to measure detailed NO2 distribu-

tions on a daily basis, but improving the quantitative aspects of the vertical column uncertainties remains a major challenge.

The absolute vertical column amount is influenced by the assumed a priori profile shape, surface radiative properties, cloud

aspects, free tropospheric NO2 and stratospheric NO2. All these aspects need to be accounted for. In particular, the spatial

resolution of the a priori is recognised as an important factor to improve the tropospheric column, and several groups have de-65

veloped regional satellite data products for China, Europe and the USA based on high-resolution regional air-quality modelling

systems (Lin et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2021, 2020; Zhou et al., 2009; McLinden et al., 2014; Griffin et al., 2019; Laughner et al.,

2019).

The aim of this paper is to explore the different ways of making comparisons between TROPOMI observation with model

results. We approach this from three different angles: First, we present a comparison between the CAMS regional ensemble70

and the TROPOMI NO2 observations for the full measurement series (2018-2021) of TROPOMI, with a closer look at specific

days and months. Second, we present a European TROPOMI level-2 NO2 product based on the CAMS regional AQ analyses

which have a 10 times (or 100 times in terms of model cell area) better spatial resolution than the global TM5-MP model

(Williams et al., 2017) used in the operational retrieval. Third, this new European TROPOMI NO2 product is validated against

European surface remote-sensing MAX-DOAS and Pandora instruments.75

2 The TROPOMI NO2 measurements

The Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) is the single instrument payload on the Sentinel-5P satellite, one of the

Sentinels of the European Copernicus Programme dedicated to monitoring atmospheric composition. TROPOMI is a spec-

trometer measuring in the UV, visible, near-infrared and shortwave infrared, which allows the retrieval of a large number of

trace gases as well as aerosol properties (Veefkind et al., 2012). The TROPOMI instrument is unique in several ways, because it80

combines near-daily global coverage with a very large spectral range, very small footprints of 3.5×5.5 km2 at nadir (since Au-

gust 6, 2019, 3.5×7 km2 before that) and a very large signal-to-noise ratio. Because of the small footprints, TROPOMI is able

to distinguish medium-size pollution sources such as cities, power plants, industrial complexes, major highways, individual

fires, and even individual large ships.

The operational TROPOMI NO2 product is described in the paper by van Geffen et al. (2020), which focusses on the DOAS85

slant column retrieval, the paper by Eskes et al. (2021c), which describes the tropospheric vertical column retrieval and air-

mass factor aspects up to processor version 1.4.0, the paper by van Geffen et al. (2021b) which discusses the upgrade to version
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version 2.2.0 on July 2021 and the paper by Riess et al. (2021) that dicusses the improvement of the cloud pressure product

and how that improves NO2 air-mass factors and retrievals. Users of the data are advised to first consult the Product Readme

File (PRF) (Eskes et al., 2021b) which provides a short introduction to the processor versions, data quality remarks, algorithm90

changes, and links to the relevant documentation and routine validation. The Product User Manual (PUM) (Eskes et al., 2021a)

describes the content and use of the L2 datafiles. The Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) (van Geffen et al., 2021)

provides a detailed description of the implementation of the NO2 retrieval.

As explained in the ATBD and in Eskes et al. (2021c) the NO2 retrieval consists of three steps: spectral fitting, estimation of

the stratospheric column and computation of the tropospheric air-mass factor. Integrated in the retrieval are daily forecast and95

analysis runs with the global TM5-MP (Huijnen et al., 2010a; Williams et al., 2017) chemistry-transport model. The second

step involves an assimilation of the total columns of TROPOMI in TM5-MP to force the stratosphere to be consistent with

TROPOMI. The assimilation is set up in such a way that the forcing happens predominantly in regions with low boundary-

layer pollution levels (ocean, remote land regions). In the third step use is made of space-time co-located TM5-MP NO2

tropospheric profiles to compute the tropospheric column. It is relevant to note that the assimilation step does not distinguish100

between spread-out free tropospheric background NO2 and stratospheric NO2, and a possible free-tropospheric bias in TM5-

MP will translate in a background bias in the retrieval of the tropospheric column (Dirksen et al., 2011). Unfortunately there is

very little in-situ observational (aircraft) data to validate the free troposphere, which is one relevant aspect where the retrieval

may be improved.

For this paper we have processed the full TROPOMI data record up to March 2021, based on the following versions of the105

processor (i.e., retrieval algorithm, see also the PRF): the reprocessing dataset v1.2.2 from 30 April 2018 to 17 October 2018;

the offline v1.2.0 from 17 October 2018 to 28 November 2018; the offline v1.2.2 from 28 November 2018 to 20 March 2019;

v1.3.x from 20 March 2019 to 29 November 2020; v1.4.0 from 29 November 2020 until March 2021, inclusive. The changes

introduced from processor v1.2.0 to v1.3.2 are relatively minor and do not have a large impact on NO2. Therefore we consider

the time series from April 2018 to October 2020 as rather stable. The upgrade to version 1.4.0 on 29 November 2020 (for110

the offline product) brought only one change: an update of the FRESCO cloud retrieval, which led to an overall decrease of

the effective cloud pressure of about 5%. Because of the large sensitivity of the NO2 retrieval to this quantity, this resulted

in a considerable change and general increase of NO2 in the more polluted regions (Eskes et al., 2021c; van Geffen et al.,

2021b; Riess et al., 2021). The datasets were filtered with the qa_value quality parameter provided in the data product, and

only observations with a qa_value > 0.75 were kept to produce the results described below. This filtering choice can be seen as115

a cloud mask, since it removes the cloud-covered scenes (with a cloud radiance fraction > 0.5) as well as some more uncertain

retrievals.

The TROPOMI mission includes a routine validation effort (http://mpc-vdaf.tropomi.eu, last access: 20 May 2022) with

three-monthly updates of the validation report for the operational products (Lambert et al., 2021). The main results of the

validation against MAXDOAS, Pandora and SAOZ instruments is summarised in Verhoelst et al. (2021). For versions 1.2.x120

and 1.3.x these activities indicate a negative bias against surface-based remote-sensing observations of the tropospheric column

of -34% on average against MAXDOAS, and -24% against Pandora total column observations in polluted regions. Note that
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,

Table 1. The models involved in CAMS

Model Institute Reference

IFS (compo) ECMWF Flemming et al. (2015)

ENSEMBLE Météo-France Marécal et al. (2015)

CHIMERE INERIS Menut et al. (2013)

DEHM Aarhus University Brandt et al. (2012)

EMEP met.no Simpson et al. (2012)

EURAD-IM University of Cologne Memmesheimer et al. (2004)

GEM-AQ WUT Kaminski et al. (2008)

MATCH SMHI Robertson et al. (1999)

MOCAGE Météo-France Guth et al. (2015)

LOTOS-EUROS KNMI/TNO Manders et al. (2017)

SILAM FMI Sofiev et al. (2015)

especially the MAX-DOAS comparisons are sensitive to the NO2 vertical profile, and improvements of the comparison by up

to 20% are reported when Sentinel-5P averaging kernels are used. Comparing TROPOMI versions 1.2.x and 1.3.x with the

OMI QA4ECV retrieval product (Boersma et al., 2018) showed also that TROPOMI retrieval were lower than OMI, especially125

over polluted regions (with large aerosol concentrations) and especially in winter (Lambert et al., 2021). In Europe, TROPOMI

NO2 from versions 1.2.x and 1.3.x are about 3-20% lower than OMI-QA4ECV with the largest mean differences in winter, but

the products are highly correlated. These differences between OMI and TROPOMI are largely attributed to differences in the

cloud pressure retrievals. TROPOMI versions 1.4.0 and 2.2.0 are in much better agreement with OMI-QA4ECV, with reported

average values agreeing within 5% for the European region (van Geffen et al., 2021b).130

To summarise: a negative bias in tropospheric NO2 in the order of -30% has been found against ground-based column

observations in polluted regions, which is largely attributed to systematic errors in the profile shapes, the retrieved cloud

pressure and surface albedo used. Cloud related biases in versions 1.2.x and 1.3.x seem to show a strong seasonality, from

around -20% in Europe in winter, to only small impacts in summer. With version 1.4.0 we observe an increase in NO2 of

around 20% in winter over Europe (Eskes et al., 2021c).135

3 The CAMS European air quality forecasts and model ensemble

The Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) is one of the 6 thematic Services of the flagship European space pro-

gramme Copernicus. CAMS was built to provide the capacity to continuously monitor the composition of Earth’s atmosphere

at the global and regional scales (Hollingsworth et al. (2008), http://atmosphere.copernicus.eu, last access: 20 May 2022).
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CAMS uses a global atmospheric composition forecast production system to produce operational daily forecasts of reac-140

tive gases, aerosols and greenhouse gases across the globe, at a resolution of about 40 km. Analyses, based on assimilation

of satellite observations of atmospheric composition and subsequent forecasts are produced twice a day (Flemming et al.,

2015; Eskes et al., 2015; Huijnen et al., 2019). A representation of the relevant physico-chemical processes is integrated on-

line in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), forming

the “compo” configuration of the system. ECMWF’s 4-D data assimilation system for aerosol and reactive gases is described145

in (Inness et al., 2015, 2019a). For NO2, the CAMS global system assimilates a number of satellite retrievals, including

GOME-2 and OMI, see https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKB/CAMS%3A+Global+atmospheric+composition+forecast+

data+documentation#CAMS:Globalatmosphericcompositionforecastdatadocumentation-Satelliteobservations (last access:20 May

2022). The TROPOMI NO2 data assimilation is planned to become operational towards the end of 2021.

The CAMS regional production system is operated by Météo-France (Marécal et al., 2015) and provides daily 4-day150

forecasts and analyses for the day before, of the main air pollutants and pollens from 7 (9 since October 2019, up to 11

planned in 2022) state-of-the-art European regional atmospheric chemistry models, see https://atmosphere.copernicus.eu/

regional-air-quality-production-systems (last acess: 20 May 2022). An ensemble product (henceforth, ENSEMBLE) is cal-

culated from the individual model outputs; currently, the median of all individual models is used (also in this paper), but new

ensemble processing methodologies have been tested and will replace the current one in 2022. Both the 96 h forecasts and155

daily analyses are made available in an hourly temporal resolution and a spatial resolution of 0.1
◦

up to 5 km above the surface

(at 0, 50, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000 meters above the surface). The ENSEMBLE up until October 2019 was calcu-

lated using the following 7 regional models: CHIMERE, DEHM, EMEP, EURAD-IM, GEM-AQ, LOTOS-EUROS, MATCH,

MOCAGE and SILAM. Since then, DEHM and GEM-AQ have also been used (Table 1). All regional model data are provided

on a European domain of 25
◦
W-45

◦
E, 30

◦
N-70

◦
N, up until June 12, 2019, when the Northern boundary was extented to 72

◦
N,160

with a horizontal resolution of 0.1
◦ × 0.1

◦
. Anthropogenic emissions used are the TNO MACC-III (Kuenen et al., 2014) and

CAMS-REG_AP/GHG (Granier et al., 2019) emission inventories over Europe. Successive improved versions of the latter

have been used over the years. All models are driven by the operational IFS meteorological forecasts (HIGHRES), which

has a horizontal resolution of about 9 km and use the gas and aerosol concentrations from CAMS global as lateral boundary

conditions, which are intended to make regional model output consistent with the global model output (Douros et al., 2020).165

Any differences between individual models may thus be attributed to different representations of the physical and dynamical

atmospheric processes, chemistry and aerosol dynamics, or the natural emissions inside the domain. Moreover, regional models

are updated generally once per year, all at the same time. This allows for models to keep up to date, very much like it is done

for Numerical Weather Prediction. A drawback of this practice is that it introduces slight discontinuities that are not connected

with changes in weather or emissions.170

The evaluation of the regional services is based on the routine European AQ surface observations, operated by the indi-

vidual countries and collected by the European Environmental Agency EEA (e.g. https://regional.atmosphere.copernicus.eu/

evaluation.php?interactive=cdf, last access: 20 May 2022). Apart from this, CAMS also has a dedicated validation activity

for concentrations above the surface (Douros et al., 2020). This activity includes also a comparison with satellite NO2 and
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Figure 1. The three ways of comparing the CAMS NO2 forecasts with TROPOMI. In the top row the TROPOMI tropospheric retrieval (left)

is compared with the CAMS profiles multiplied by the kernels (right). In the bottom row the CAMS profile is used as prior in the TROPOMI

retrieval (bottom-left) and this is compared with the CAMS vertical column (bottom-right). The third option is a direct comparison of the

TROPOMI and CAMS tropospheric columns, but this is sub-optimal since it depends on the TROPOMI a priori.

MAX-DOAS remote-sensing observations (Blechschmidt et al., 2018). An early comparison of the CAMS ENSEMBLE with175

OMI tropospheric columns is discussed in Huijnen et al. (2010b).

4 Intercomparison approach

In this study we use modelled NO2 fields from the first forecast day and the near real-time (NRT) analyses for the day before.

4.1 Three approaches to compare model and satellite observations

NO2 total column retrievals are implicitly dependent on an a priori tracer profile. The retrieval algorithm accounts for the fact180

that the sensitivity of the instrument is different at different altitudes i.e., the sensitivity is higher at the free troposphere and

lower in the boundary layer. This information is encoded in the averaging kernel which is proportional to the measurement

sensitivity and depends on the viewing geometry, cloud properties, aerosols and surface albedo (Eskes et al., 2003).

Based on these considerations, several possible approaches of comparing model output and satellite observations exist, which

are presented in figure 1. The top-left box indicates the standard TROPOMI retrieval as provided in the TROPOMI L2 datafiles,185

henceforth denoted S5P. As explained in the TROPOMI Product User Manual (Eskes et al., 2021a) the a priori profiles xtm5 in

the retrieval may be replaced by any other model NO2 profile information xmodel, in our case CAMS or xcams, resulting in a new

retrieved tropospheric NO2 column V trop,cams (bottom-left box in Fig. 1). The recipe makes use of the tropospheric averaging

kernel Atrop and the air-mass factors M provided by the TROPOMI L2 datafiles, and is explained in the PUM (Eskes et al.,

2021a),190

V trop,cams =
M

M ′ V trop

M
′
(xcams) = M(xtm5)

∑

l

Atrop
l xcams

l /
∑

l

xcams
l (1)
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Here, M(xtm5) is the tropospheric air mass factor provided in the TROPOMI product, depending on the TM5-MP a priori

profile xtm5, and M
′
(xcams) is a new air-mass factor computed with the alternative model profile xcams. The summation over l

is over the tropospheric model levels.

The tropospheric averaging kernel vector Atrop of the TROPOMI product is obtained by scaling the total averaging kernel by195

M/M trop, where M is the total air mass factor and M trop is the tropospheric air mass factor (Eskes et al., 2021a). All elements

of the kernel are set to zero above the tropopause layer ltm5
tp , or,

Atrop = M
M trop A , l <= ltm5

tp

Atrop = 0 , l > ltm5
tp (2)

All the above quantities are provided in the TROPOMI product.200

We therefore also discuss three distinct ways of re-computing the TROPOMI tropospheric column using CAMS NO2 pro-

files: either by using the profile solely from the regional ensemble of CAMS, or solely from the global CAMS NO2 model

or the combined global-regional profile using IFS (compo) above 3 km altitude, and CAMS-regional below. These alternative

TROPOMI products are indicated by the acronyms S5P-R, S5P-G and S5P-RG respectively (bottom-left box in figure 1).

The CAMS model simulation of the measured NO2 column, denoted as CA in equation 3, is obtained by multiplying the205

CAMS model partial column profile xcams with the tropospheric averaging kernel Atrop, or

CA =
∑

l

Atrop
l xcams

l (3)

This equation requires a vertical interpolation between the levels the model data are available at and the TROPOMI data

product levels (in which the averaging kernel is defined), which should ideally conserve the total column amount. As above,

we distinguish three different CAMS profiles, so CAMS-A can be CAMS-R-A, CAMS-G-A or CAMS-RG-A (top-right box210

in figure 1).

A direct comparison of the NO2 tropospheric column as provided in the TROPOMI product (S5P) and a model generated

column would introduce extra uncertainties and biases as the TROPOMI tropospheric columns depend on the retrieval a priori

and therefore on the quality of the TM5-MP profiles used. This comparison approach is depicted in figure 1 with an orange

arrow. The most common approach to compare models and satellite retrievals is the comparison of the two upper boxes of215

figure 1 (upper green arrow). As explained in Eskes et al. (2003), the relative comparison becomes independent of the prior

profile shape of the TM5-MP model used in the S5P retrieval.

An equally valid comparison approach is the replacement of the a priori profile used in the retrieval by the air quality model

a priori, and subsequent direct comparison with the modelled tropospheric column (lower green arrow in figure 1). In this way,

any relative comparison also becomes independent of the prior profile shape from the TM5-MP model, since this is removed220

from the retrieval product. The vertical model column can be seen as a multiplication with the identity matrix I. Hence the

notation CAMS-R-I, CAMS-G-I or CAMS-RG-I for this modelled vertical tropospheric column (bottom-right box in figure 1).
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Figure 2. TROPOMI retrieval field of orbit 3704 (one of the orbits on July 1st, 2018), plotted on the native grid (left) for the Netherlands

area, compared to the regridded field in the CAMS regional grid (0.1
◦ × 0.1

◦
resolution) for the same retrieval (right).

4.2 Implementation of the comparisons

Proper temporal and spatial sampling of the satellite observations and model output fields is essential in order to minimize

representativity errors during the comparison. Towards this goal, all available gridded data were regridded to the CAMS225

regional grid (see section 3). In this process, source grids were either the TROPOMI footprint (i.e. the native grid of TROPOMI,

which is different for each orbit), the IFS (compo) grid, or the TM5-MP grid. See Table 2 for the characteristics of each of

those grids.

Horizontal regridding is performed by means of an area weighted average of source cells that correspond to target (i.e. CAMS

regional) cells. For example, a target grid cell o containing retrieval columns ŷo
i will acquire the value ŷo =

∑
i wiŷ

o
i /

∑
i wi,230

where weights wi are given by the retrieval column pixel area. In the case of regridded TROPOMI observations, these may be

called "superobservations" as typically about 3 TROPOMI observations are averaged to construct one observation for a CAMS

gridcell.

Moreover, to minimize spatial representativeness errors, we imposed an additional constraint regarding the satellite data,

i.e., a value for a target grid cell was calculated and assigned only if the coverage of valid source data for this cell was above235

50%. This is on top of the filtering based on the quality assurance parameter (qa_value > 0.75, following the suggestion of the

TROPOMI PUM, Eskes et al. (2021a)). This area weighted regridding of a single TROPOMI orbit to the target grid can be seen

in figure 2. Intensive variables (e.g., temperatures, pressures, averaging kernels, tropopause layer index etc.) are interpolated

horizontally using bilinear regridding. Modelled fields were sampled in time at the satellite overpass time over Central Europe

using the closest available time, based on the temporal resolution of each data source (see Table 2).240

In the vertical, the approach followed was to transform all available data in the TM5-MP vertical levels, i.e., the levels of the

TROPOMI product averaging kernel. So, CAMS regional model data were linearly interpolated to the TM5-MP levels from
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,

Table 2. Input data chacacteristics

Input Horizontal resolution Levels Temporal resolution

IFS (compo) 0.4°×0.4° 137∗ 3h

CAMS-regional 0.1°×0.1° 8∗∗ 1h

TM5-MP 1°×1° 34 0.5h

TROPOMI 3.5× 5.5 km2 † 34# -

∗ 60 levels before July 10, 2019.
∗∗ Number of sampling altitudes .
† Horizontal resolution at nadir. 3.5× 7 km2 before August 6, 2019.
# Levels of the averaging kernels.

the 8 sampling altitudes (Table 2), while for the global model where data were available in the native model levels, data were

interpolated in mass-conservative fashion.

All integrations to columns were performed on the TM5-MP vertical levels and we consider the three possible options245

mentioned in 4.1. The first one is taking into account only the CAMS-regional ENSEMBLE (or for that matter, any individual

regional model) for reconstructing the column. In this case, the last TM5-MP level considered was the one which lies just

below 5000m above the surface, which means that a large part of the free troposphere is not accounted for (concentration is

assumed to be zero). The second option involves using only IFS (compo) data, where the last TM5-MP level considered is the

one assigned to the tropopause as provided in the form of the tropopause layer index in the TROPOMI product. Finally, we250

also consider a merger between CAMS-regional and IFS (compo) in the vertical, where we use the regional profile up to about

3000m above the surface and complement it with IFS (compo) data up to the tropopause. All concentrations are converted

to densities (molecules/m3) based on temperature profiles provided by TM5-MP (in the case of CAMS regional data) and

pressure profiles from either IFS (compo) or TM5-MP. Comparisons between CAMS and TROPOMI are presented for several

regions, indicated in Figure 3, and for major European cities using boxes of 7× 5 (CAMS regional) grid cells.255

5 Comparisons between TROPOMI and CAMS

By averaging regridded maps of all TROPOMI orbits and model data within a given period, we are able to perform comparisons

of tropospheric columns for that period. Note that the maps presented in the figures of this section do not correspond to the

whole CAMS regional domain of the target grid but are zoomed in to a more central part of the European domain and all

figures include cells that contain valid TROPOMI observations, based on the criteria defined in section 4.2260
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Figure 3. Definition of the regions of interest for the calculation of column comparison statistics.

Figure 4. Comparison of S5P (top left), CAMS-RG-A (top right), S5P-RG (bottom left) and CAMS-RG-I (bottom right) columns based on

the scheme of figure 1 for the 26th of July 2018.

5.1 Comparisons for individual days

Maps of daily TROPOMI columns and CAMS model mean tropospheric NO2 columns using CAMS-RG are given in figures

4 and 5 for July 26th 2018 and February 15th 2019 respectively. Figure 4 follows the scheme of figure 1, thus columns S5P,
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Figure 5. Comparison of S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns (bottom two boxes of figure 1) for the 15th of February 2019. Please note the

difference in the colourbar scale compared to figure 4.

CAMS-RG-A, S5P-RG and CAMS-RG-I are presented, while in figure 5 only S5P-RG and CAMS-RG-I are shown. CAMS-

regional data used in this section are the 1st day forecasts. Based on an inspection of those maps which are based on two265

largely cloud-free days over central Europe, we can already draw some important conclusions as regards how the two products

compare. Most emission hotspots are clearly identifiable in both S5P and CAMS-RG based maps. This includes the large

and medium-sized cities, as well as whole areas with increased pollution burden as is the Po valley or South-West Germany.

Advection characteristics also qualitatively agree, such as the strong transport of NO2 from England, the Netherlands, Belgium

and Germany to the North Sea on 15 February 2019 (figure 5). Differences however are seen in the quantitative details with270

the model based maps leading to longer and more pronounced plumes. This is quite evident in the case of the Liverpool (UK)

and English channel areas (July 26) as well as in the North Sea (February 15). Some hotspots seem to be absent altogether in

the TROPOMI retrieval e.g.,the power plants in the Lusatia region in East Germany, possibly related to inaccurate assumptions

in the emissions used in the CAMS models (e.g., differences in activity during the examined days or in the emission injection

characteristics). Ship tracks are generally more prominent in the CAMS fields (e.g., in the golf of Biscay or the North Sea).275

TROPOMI also seems to indicate higher background values in Summer.

5.2 Monthly-mean results

Monthly averages of regridded column fields offer wider spatial coverage and a qualitatively different view of the observed

and modelled features. Maps in figure 6 present the comparison of the mean TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns S5P with

CAMS-RG-A for the months of July 2018 and January 2019. Similar to the daily fields, CAMS-regional data in this section280

are also based on the 1st day forecasts. CAMS columns appear to be capturing well the observed locations of high NO2

columns over densely populated regions like the Benelux area and Po valley as well as other large European cities. For July,

absolute values at the hotspots seem to be comparable, but background values are higher in the case of S5P. The situation
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Figure 6. Monthly averaged S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns for July 2018 (top row) and January 2019 (bottom row).

is considerably different in January, where CAMS-RG-A columns are significantly higher over the hotspots. Naturally, these

much higher values also seem to affect through advection rural land areas or even areas over the sea.285

5.3 Time series

Figure 7 depicts timeseries of monthly mean S5P and CAMS-RG-A vertical column densities for 9 major European cities,

while figure 8 shows the corresponding timeseries for the domains of figure 3 from May 2018 to March 2021. For this long

time series, the CAMS-regional data utilized was the NRT analyses, as this is the regional product used in the European L2

TROPOMI product as detailed in section 6.290

The spatial averaging required for the cities time series (figure 7) was performed for 7× 5 cell domains (0.7
◦ × 0.5

◦
) for all

the cities, which correspond to areas of roughly 70× 50 km2 centered at the respective city centres. This comparison reveals

remarkably similar values between the S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns for some of the cities in southern Europe (Madrid,

Rome, Istanbul), while discrepancies are larger in most of the rest, especially in wintertime when CAMS derived column

densities almost always acquire higher values. The domain averaged monthly mean timeseries of figure 8 present a similar295
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Figure 7. Time series of monthly mean original TROPOMI columns (S5P, red) and the CAMS combined columns (CAMS-RG-A, blue) with

averaging kernels applied for 9 major European cities. The retrieval algorithm versions used are as described in section 2. The panels are

ordered according to geographical location. Vertical axes are different for each city. Green vertical bars in July and November 2018 represent

the model spread for those two months.

picture where comparison is much more favourable during summertime, but the two column densities differ substantially

during wintertime in practically all examined domains.

5.4 Discussion of the CAMS-TROPOMI differences

The wintertime discrepancies identified in the previous sections may be due to uncertainties in both the satellite retrieval

(Lorente et al., 2017) (see also section 2) and chemical transport modelling. Note however that the January fields presented300

above (section 5.2), are unavoidably based on a much fewer observations compared to the July ones due to increased cloud

coverage, snow cover and low solar zenith angles.

As mentioned before, TROPOMI validation indicates a negative bias in tropospheric NO2 in polluted regions. A part of this

may be attributed to the (horizontal resolution of the) global TM5-MP a priori, but in our comparisons the averaging kernels

are accounted for, which removes this source of error. Furthermore, biases in versions 1.2.x and 1.3.x of the retrieval algorithm305
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Figure 8. Time series of the TROPOMI original columns (S5P, red) and the CAMS combined columns (CAMS-RG-A, blue) with averaging

kernels applied, for the domains as defined in Fig. 3. The retrieval algorithm versions used are as described in section 2. Vertical axes are

different for each domain. Green vertical bars in July and November 2018 represent the model spread for those two months.

seem to show a seasonality compared to OMI, from around -20% in Europe in winter, to only small impacts in summer. With

version 1.4.0 this difference largely disappears (Eskes et al., 2021c), especially due to increases of TROPOMI columns in

wintertime. The large solar zenith angle in winter leads to small sensitivities near the surface which will enhance potential

biases. The presence of snow, on the other hand, will strongly enhance the sensitivity and may reduce retrieval errors. These

considerations are broadly in line with the observed TROPOMI-CAMS differences, and it seems likely part of the systematic310

seasonal effects are caused by retrieval uncertainties.
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Modelling deficiencies can on the other hand be related to uncertainties in the input data (primarily, emissions) but also to

the modelling of processes such as the injection of emissions into the atmosphere, especially from point sources, chemistry,

vertical mixing or advection. Past studies have indicated that total anthropogenic emissions in the TNO emissions inventory

may be overestimated or not properly distributed in time. E.g., Petetin et al. (2015) showed that anthropogenic NOx emissions315

in the TNO inventory which is the basis for the MACC-III emissions inventory (used by the CAMS regional models before

September 2018) and the CAMS-REG-AP v1.1 emissions inventory (September 2018 to June 2019), were overestimated for

the Paris area. Moreover, MACC-III emissions were based on 2011 as a reference year, while CAMS-REG-AP v1.1 on 2015,

which means that the downward trend in NOx emissions that prevailed during the preceding decade(e.g., Lorente et al., 2019;

Zara et al., 2021), may not have been properly accounted for in the model simulations, leading to overestimations in NO2320

concentrations. Biogenic soil NOx emissions are also known to be underestimated (Vinken et al., 2014; Visser et al., 2019),

which can be one of the reasons behind the lower modelled background columns levels.

In the comparison between regional air quality models and OMI retrievals performed by Huijnen et al. (2010b), the seasonal

cycle was found to be overestimated by the model simulations, which is in agreement with results by Blechschmidt et al.

(2018) for MAX-DOAS locations in Bremen and OHP. However, in Huijnen et al. (2010b), there was a stronger discrepancy325

between columns from the regional model simulations and satellite retrievals during the summer, while the comparison was

more favourable during winter, unlike Blechschmidt et al. (2018) and the current work.

From a process modelling point of view, the discrepancy in question may indicate deficiencies in the treatment of wintertime

chemistry. The NOx lifetime is much longer during winter because of the lower concentrations of OH and RO2 radicals which

act as sinks for NO2. Thus, a possible underprediction of OH production via photolysis of O3 when less light is available,330

could lead to higher NO2 (Shah et al., 2020; Stavrakou et al., 2015). Difficulties in the description of wintertime chemistry

may also be related to heterogeneous chemistry, as convertion of N2O5 to aerosol is more sensitive and inherently more

uncertain compared to summer conditions. In addition to these, even mild overpredictions of NOx emissions can, due to longer

NO2 lifetime, be amplified to produce a larger impact on tropospheric concentrations.

The treatment of vertical mixing can also affect the modelled NO2 vertical profile shape. Enhanced mixing will tend to lead335

to lower NO2 concentrations near the surface and a less steep vertical gradient in the boundary layer. The accurate prediction of

the boundary layer development under the often stable wintertime conditions, let alone temperature inversions, is an outstanding

challenge for atmospheric models. Under such conditions turbulent diffusion will often be overestimated, subsequently leading

to an overestimation of the boundary layer height (Sandu et al., 2013). This overestimation of vertical mixing has in turn been

shown to lead to increases in the calculated vertical columns (Huijnen et al., 2010b). NOx lifetime also generally increases with340

height. Enhanced transport to higher altitudes will therefore lead to an increase in the column amounts for the same amount of

emissions. Similarly, overestimation of injection heights from point sources may lead to higher concentrations aloft, leading to

an overestmation of column amounts.
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Figure 9. Comparison of S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns for 7 CAMS regional production models based on the 1st day forecasts for July

2018.
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5.5 Results for the individual regional models

Figure 9 shows the S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns for the ENSEMBLE as well as for each of CAMS regional production345

models, based on the available 1st day forecasts for the month of July 2018. At that time, there were 7 operational models

providing daily forecasts. As already identified in section 5.2, background values appear higher for S5P columns but hotspots

seem comparable. Since the same emissions are in principle used by all models, differences between the modelled columns

should be attributed to differences in the treatment of transport (both in the horizontal and the vertical), chemistry or NO2

removal processes.350

Differences between the individual models are further examined in figure 10 which depicts maps for the average monthly

CAMS-RG-A and S5P-RG column spread, for July and November 2018. These spreads are calculated on the basis of the

difference between the minimum and maximum values for these quantities as calculated by using any of the 7 regional models

and can be considered as a measure of the uncertainty of the CAMS ENSEMBLE based columns. As expected, spread is

significantly higher (by a factor of almost 5) for the actual modelled columns (CAMS-RG-A) than for the TROPOMI columns355

when using the CAMS model a priori from the individual models (S5P-RG). Moreover, the spread is considerably larger for

November, by a factor of almost 2 compared to the summer month of July. In July, CAMS-RG-A spread is largest at urban

areas all over Europe but more so in the Benelux, Ruhr area and England, while for winter CAMS-RG-A is more homogeneous

across the domain but prominently high in the Po valley. A similar behaviour arises for S5P-RG with largest values of the spread

over high activity areas during summer and higher, more homogeneous values during winter.360

Some basic statistics for individual cities for July and November 2018 are provided in table 3 which show the monthly mean

values of S5P and CAMS-RG-A columns, the lowest and highest model values for CAMS-RG-A, ratios between the S5P-RG

and S5P columns and the spatial (Pearson-R) correlation coefficient between CAMS-RG-A and S5P based also on the monthly

mean values. The table shows that TROPOMI lies within the model spread for July but this is not the case for most cities in

November. Correlations are typically high, except for London in July and Helsinki in November.365

For the months of July and November 2018, figures 7 and 8 also depict the model spread of the CAMS-RG-A columns in

the form of solid green vertical bars. Note that the amount of data involved in the actual regional model output, download time,

storage space as well as the computational cost required for processing 7 to 11 models has prevented us from calculating the

spread for the full length of the time series in these plots. Further to cities, the spread is clearly lower in July than in November

also in the selected domains but the S5P column values still mostly lie within it since the comparison is anyway more favourable370

during the summer. The larger November spread does include the S5P column values for some of the cities/domains, but the

wintertime discrepancy discussed above appears to be generally larger than what could be explained by model variability and

is thus more systematic in nature. To conclude, both model results and retrievals seem to be more uncertain in winter.

5.6 Results for the regional models, analysis vs forecast

The assimilation of (primarily surface)observations by the CAMS regional models has been demonstrated to lead to improved375

assessments of the 3-D concentration fields for NO2 (Douros et al., 2020). The hypothesis would thus be that when using
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Figure 10. Model spread for tropospheric NO2 columns. First row depicts CAMS-RG-A (left) and S5P-RG (right) for July 2018, while

second row is the same for November 2018. Note the different scales.

analysed CAMS regional profiles to replace the default TM5-MP a priori, this would lead to improved TROPOMI (S5-RG)

columns. In this section we aim to investigate the differences introduced by the use of the analyses as compared to the 1st day

forecasts.

Figure 11 depicts the percentage relative change for July 2018 and January 2019 using the (S5P-RGAN−S5P-RGFC)/|S5P-RGFC |·380

100% formula. Positive values indicate higher values for the analyses and negative for the forecasts. For July, most areas in

mainland Europe show higher values when using analysed profiles, with the exception of some areas in the North sea and the

English channel, where the columns based on the forecasts seem higher. The situation for January is much more ambiguous

as differences are generally smaller and there are no distinct patterns on the relative change map. The noisy features in the

northern part of the map are probably due to the noise in the TROPOMI retrievals as the the values in this part of the domain385

are very low.
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Table 3. S5P and CAMS-RG-A column statistics for July and November 2018.

Monthly mean values [1015molecules/cm2]

S5P CAMS-RG-A CAMS-RG-Amin CAMS-RG-Amax Ratio∗ Correlation Coefficient†

July 2018

London 6.40 7.19 5.66 12.27 1.15 0.23

Helsinki 1.92 2.08 1.63 2.76 0.99 0.84

Moscow 5.93 7.80 4.36 12.01 1.14 0.86

Paris 4.97 4.73 3.90 8.06 1.36 0.71

Berlin 2.36 2.61 2.07 3.81 1.30 0.93

Warsaw 2.01 2.13 1.69 4.54 1.39 0.89

Madrid 2.96 3.39 1.70 7.42 1.35 0.90

Rome 2.34 2.21 1.75 3.29 1.27 0.92

Istanbul 4.30 2.66 1.95 5.25 1.68 0.97

November 2018

London 5.81 9.31 7.44 13.00 1.09 0.81

Helsinki 2.00 4.39 2.67 6.81 0.93 0.59

Moscow 8.79 13.80 7.55 22.44 1.02 0.96

Paris 6.08 8.86 6.46 12.74 1.20 0.97

Berlin 5.50 8.76 5.63 14.21 1.10 0.73

Warsaw 4.33 7.16 4.95 9.77 1.11 0.79

Madrid 4.86 6.70 3.89 10.74 1.17 0.87

Rome 3.93 5.41 3.82 7.31 1.31 0.91

Istanbul 4.35 4.14 2.12 5.28 1.35 0.79

∗ Ratios between S5P-RG and S5P
† Correlation coefficients between S5P and CAMS-RG-A

6 A European TROPOMI NO2 level-2 product

The importance of using high-resolution realistic profiles as a priori has been recognised by several groups resulting in dedi-

cated regional retrieval products (Liu et al., 2020; Griffin et al., 2019; Laughner et al., 2019) for the USA and East Asia. Based

on the combination of the CAMS-regional NO2 profiles up to 3000m altitude and IFS (compo) above, we have generated a390

new S5P-RG level-2 TROPOMI NO2 product using the approach described in section 4.2. For this product we chose to use the

regional ENSEMBLE for the NRT analysis rather than the forecasts in order to benefit from its better performance (Douros et

al., 2020). For this new product horizontal regridding is performed with the TROPOMI grid for the orbit as target.
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Figure 11. Percentile relative change between TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns derived using a merged CAMS a priori (S5P-RG)

based of the regional NRT analysis and regional forecast, averaged over the months of July 2018 (left) and January 2019 (right).

This new product is an extension of the L2 product files with three new fields added to the existing data product. The most

relevant extra field is the one containing the S5P-RG data but the original (S5P) is also still available. Data files have been395

cropped to remove parts of the orbits with no overlap with the CAMS European domain, reducing the size of the dataset by

about a factor 15 compared to the original L2 dataset.

In general we find that the 0.1
◦

high-resolution CAMS-regional a priori profile increases the dynamical range of NO2 VCD

values. More specifically, in the emission hotspots NO2 values are typically increased by between 5 - 30% but the increase

strongly depends on location and time.400

6.1 Impact of the free tropospheric column on the retrievals and comparisons

A way to evaluate the impact of the free tropospheric column on the retrievals, is by comparing TROPOMI retrievals using

either CAMS-RG or CAMS-R a priori profiles (S5P-RG and S5P-R, respectively) with the respective CAMS-RG and CAMS-

R modelled columns (CAMS-RG-I and CAMS-R-I). Monthly mean maps for July 2018 based on this scheme are shown in

figure 12.405

Modelled columns (CAMS-RG-I and CAMS-R-I, maps on the right) appear to be quite similar in these maps, while

TROPOMI columns (S5P-RG and S5P-R) are considerably different, with background values being fairly higher for S5P-

R compared to S5P-RG. Though the free tropospheric column is relatively small, even in summer, the TROPOMI-CAMS

comparison nevertheless appears to be very sensitive to this. When the free troposphere is removed, the model columns will be

somewhat smaller. The air-mass factor in the TROPOMI retrieval, however, will also be significantly lower due to the shape of410

the averaging kernel, leading to a noticeable increase of the TROPOMI retrieval. These effects are opposite, thus leading to a

cummulative increase of the difference between TROPOMI and modeled derived columns when the free tropospheric column

is too low or missing.
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Figure 12. Monthly averaged S5P-RG (top left), CAMS-RG-I (top right), S5P-R (bottom left) and CAMS-R-I (bottom right) columns for

July 2018.

An alternative way to investigate the impact of the free troposphere is by calculating the ratios between S5P-CAMS for all

available combinations of a priori profiles (S5P-RG, S5P-R, S5P-G) and the native TROPOMI tropospheric column. Figure415

13 shows maps of those three ratios averaged over the summer months (JJA) of 2019. In order to take full advantage of the

high resolution of the TROPOMI data these maps were produced by regridding column fields to a regular lat-lon grid of

0.02
◦ × 0.02

◦
.

What is quite evident from this figure is that the S5P-R/S5P ratio is larger than unity almost everywhere in the domain. For

S5P-G/S5P, values are much closer to unity, while for S5P-RG/S5P values are larger at most emission hotspots, e.g., at urban420

areas and across ship tracks in the North Sea but closer to unity for most other areas. A ratio larger than one reflects the fact that

tropospheric columns are larger when replacing the default TM5-MP a priori with a CAMS modelled profile. But in order to

better understand why this is the case, averaged profiles for both a summer month (July 2018) and a winter one (January 2019)

were calculated at two locations, namely the distinctly urban environment of Paris and a fairly remote rural location in the

Cantal region of France, away from large emission sources. Those profiles are shown in figure 14 together with the respective425

averaging kernels and are calculated only for the times of valid TROPOMI observations.
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Figure 13. The ratio of the retrievals performed with CAMS a prior profiles and the original TROPOMI retrievals. Top: S5P-RG/S5P, bottom-

left: S5P-G/S5P, bottom-right: S5P-R/S5P. Data regridded from the L2 product to a 0.02
◦×0.02

◦
grid and averaged over the summer months

(JJA) of 2019

The averaging kernel, which describes the vertical structure of the impact of the a priori information assumed in the retrieval,

clearly acquires lower values near the surface for the rural case due to lower albedo values at this location. For July, the

averaging kernel is close to unity at about 2 km over the surface, while for January this altitude is much lower, at about 1 km,

indicating a more shallow boundary layer.430

Comparisons between the modelled NO2 profiles expectedly reveal higher mixing ratios near the surface for the regional

ENSEMBLE in the urban location but somewhat lower for the rural location. This difference is more prominent during July

and possibly related to a more efficient photochemical conversion of NOx to NO2, shorter lifetime and higher resolution of

the regional models. IFS (compo) mixing ratios near the surface are anyway not expected to be represenative for most hotspot

regions in Europe due to the relatively coarse horizontal resolution of the model. The ENSEMBLE tends to produce very low435

concentrations at 5 km altitude compared to IFS (compo) and TM5-MP, but more similar concentrations around 3km. IFS

(compo) and TM5-MP agree reasonably well in summer, but larger differences are seen in winter.
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Figure 14. Mean averaging kernel profiles (left) and NO2 profiles for Paris (middle) and a rural location in France (right) during July (top

row) and January (bottom row) 2018. Mean NO2 profiles are plotted based on data from CAMS regional (ENSEMBLE), IFS (compo) and

TM5-MP.

What is clear from the mean NO2 profiles for July is that for urban areas, the CAMS regional ENSEMBLE has a much larger

fraction of its column in the boundary layer compared to either TM5-MP or IFS (compo). Moreover, as the averaging kernel
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provides the contribution of different altitudes to the signal observed by TROPOMI, a large part of this signal is normally440

interpreted as representative of the free troposphere, which in the case of the ENSEMBLE is largely missing. This skews

S5P-R (and thus the ratio) to higher values. TM5-MP and IFS (compo) have fairly similar profiles, leading to a more balanced

ratio when examining the ratio for CAMS-G. The most interesting behaviour appears to be when using the CAMS-RG a

priori. In urban areas, CAMS-R values are higher close to the surface mainly due to the higher horizontal resolution of the

regional models and the underlying emissions, something that leads to higher S5P-RG columns and thus ratios. At rural areas445

the averaging kernel gets somewhat lower values and at the same time the free troposphere now also contributes to the full

tropospheric column, leading to lower S5P-RG columns and ratios. The overall impact is therefore a notable increase in the

dynamic range of S5P-RG VCDs.

6.2 Validation of the TROPOMI-CAMS regional L2 product against ground-based data.

The routine validation of the operational TROPOMI satellite NO2 tropospheric and total column retrievals largely relies on the450

global network of MAX-DOAS remote-sensing instruments and the Pandora instruments from the Pan/donia Global Network

(Verhoelst et al., 2021; Lambert et al., 2021). Both instrument types are commonly used for the validation of satellite NO2

data (Celarier et al., 2008; Herman et al., 2009, 2019; Chan et al., 2020; Compernolle et al., 2020; Pinardi et al., 2020) Here

we focus on the European S5P-RG product discussed in section 6. We note that earlier validation of S5P NO2 with regional

CAMS profiles was done by Ialongo et al. (2020), using the Pandora instrument at Helsinki. In this study, we have used 9455

MAX-DOAS and 6 Pandora stations (see Table 4) that are within the spatial scope of the S5P-RG product. In addition, we

compare the operational TROPOMI product and the CAMS-RG-I product with the same reference data set. This allows for a

double delta-validation: S5P-RG vs S5P, and S5P-RG vs CAMS-RG-I. Practically, the CAMS-RG-I tropospheric columns can

be reconstructed from the fields in the new product by multiplying the smoothed CAMS column (CAMS-RG-A) with the ratio

of operational S5P tropospheric AMF over S5P-RG tropospheric AMF which are all available in the new product. This follows460

by rearranging the second line of equation 1:

C I ≡
∑

l

xcams
l =

M(xtm5)
M(xcams)

∑

l

Atrop
l xcams

l =
M(xtm5)
M(xcams)

CA (4)

In order to focus on the tropospheric VCD, tropospheric columns are estimated from the Pandora total columns by subtract-

ing the S5P stratospheric estimation, as done in Pinardi et al. (2020). This is indicated by ‘PGNtropo’. The filter and colocation

processing follows Verhoelst et al. (2021). Only satellite pixels with qa_value > 0.75 and covering the ground-based instru-465

ment location are kept. Regarding PGN data, only the highest quality label (0 and 10) is used. MAX-DOAS data is retained

if data within ±1 h of overpass time is available; the interpolated value at overpass time is then used. PGN data is retained if

data within ±0.5 h of overpass time is available; the average value is then used. Figure 15 presents the results of the validation

as density scatter plots of the 3 datasets (the operational S5P, the S5P-RG and the CAMS-RG-I as columns in the figure)

versus the MAX-DOAS data (upper row) and the PGN data (lower row), where the collocated data is merged over all stations.470

Quality indicators for bias (mean and median difference, median relative difference), difference dispersion (standard deviation
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Table 4. Overview of the stations contributing to the TROPOMI-CAMS

tropospheric NO2 validation in this study.

Station Location Institute

MAXDOAS sites

Athens 38.05◦N, 23.86◦E IUP-B

Bremen 53.10◦N, 8.85◦E IUP-B

Cabauw 51.97◦N, 4.93◦E KNMI

De Bilt 52.10◦N, 5.18◦E KNMI

Mainz 49.99◦N, 8.23◦E MPI-C

Munich 48.15◦N, 11.57◦E LMU

Thessaloniki_ciri 40.56◦N, 22.99◦E AUTH

Thessaloniki_lap 40.63◦N, 22.96◦E AUTH

Uccle 50.80◦N, 4.36◦E BIRA-IASB

Pandora sites∗

Athens noa 37.99◦N, 23.77◦E PMOD.WRC, Luftblick OG

Helsinki 60.20◦N, 24.96◦E FMI, Luftblick OG

Innsbruck 47.26◦N, 11.39◦E Luftblick OG

INOE (Magurele) 44.35◦N, 26.03◦ INOE, Luftblick OG

Rome cnr 41.84◦N, 12.65◦E ESA, Luftblick OG

Rome sapienza 41.90◦N, 12.52◦E ESA, Luftblick OG

IUP-B: Institute of Environmental Physics, University of Bremen. KNMI:

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute. MPI-C: Max-Planck Insti-

tut für Chemie. LMU: Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München. AUTH:

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. BIRA-IASB: Royal Belgian Institute

for Space Aeronomy. PMOD.WRC: Physical Meteorological Observatory

of Davo. FMI: Finnish Meteorological Institute. INOE: National Institute

for Research and Development in Optoelectronics, Romania. ESA: Euro-

pean Space Agency.
∗ Note that although the Pandora site Ny-Alesund (Svalbard) is within the

range of truncated orbits of the S5P-RG product, the product has fill values

for the CAMS-specific fields, so this location was not considered.
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Figure 15. Correlation density plots of S5P, S5P-RG and CAMS-RG-I (columns 1 to 3) vs MAX-DOAS (top row) and vs PGNtropo (bottom

row). Quality indicators for bias (mean and median difference, median relative difference), difference dispersion (standard deviation and ½

IP68) are provided, as well as the Pearson-R correlation coefficient, the reduced major axis (RMA) regression slope and intercept, and the

residual dispersion (std and ½ IP68) from the RMA regression line.

and ½ of the 68 interpercentile (½IP68)) are provided, as well as the Pearson-R correlation coefficient, the reduced major axis

(RMA) regression slope and intercept, and the residual dispersion (std and ½IP68) from the RMA regression line. For both the

comparisons with MAX-DOAS and with PGN, one can conclude the following:

– The overall bias (both absolute-scale and relative) of S5P is more negative than that of S5P-RG, which in turn is more475

negative than that of CAMS-RG-I.

– The bias of S5P has clearly a multiplicative component, as indicated by the low RMA regression slope. This component

is reduced for S5P-RG.

– Data is more scattered, with higher difference dispersion parameters, in the case of CAMS-RG-I, while the dispersion

parameters are comparable for S5P and S5P-RG. The correlation is slightly better for S5P than for S5P-RG, while it is480

decidedly lower for CAMS-RG-I.

– The dispersion from the regression line is lower for S5P than for S5P-RG, which in turn is lower than for CAMS-RG-I.

Figure 16 is based on the same data, but separated per station, showing both the relative bias (median relative difference)

for each dataset and the bias change with respect to S5P or CAMS-RG-I. Blue bars indicates a reduction of the bias, while red

bars indicate an increase of the bias. At all stations except the PGN site INOE, S5P-RG presents a reduction of the bias from485
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Figure 16. Median biases and relative bias changes for the different comparisons, at all the MAX-DOAS (top row) and Pandora (bottom

row) stations. Left column presents the comparison between SP5 (grey) and SP5-RG (black), while right column presents the comparison

beween CAMS-RG-I (grey) and S5P-RG (black).

5% to 18% compared to S5P, showing the impact of the a priori profile shapes used in the satellite retrievals. Bias changes of

S5P-RG compared to CAMS-RG-I can be positive or negative, are highly station dependent, and can be much larger in absolute

value. Largest discrepancies (over 40%) are found at the MAX-DOAS sites De Bilt, Cabauw, Bremen and Uccle. Difference

dispersions per station (not shown) are mostly comparable between S5P and S5P-RG, while they are higher for CAMS-RG-I.

One should be aware that even when a better a priori profile is used, it will still be different from the true profile. In490

combination with the different vertical sensitivity between the satellite and the reference data, a discrepancy will remain.

Therefore, when profiles retrieved by MAX-DOAS are available an alternative approach is the application of the satellite

averaging kernels to the NO2 lower tropospheric profiles derived from the MAX-DOAS multi-angle observations. This latter

approach removes the TROPOMI a priori dependence from the relative comparison and it has been shown in the recent quarterly

validation report for the TROPOMI products (Lambert et al., 2021) that the (negative) "bias estimate is reduced by up to 20%495
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Figure 17. Time series from May 2018 to March 2021 of the ratio of TROPOMI NO2 retrievals at sites with a MAXDOAS instrument.

The ratio is defined as the retrieval using the CAMS a priori profiles divided by the operational retrieval. The 7 sites are Athens in Greece,

Bremen in Germany, De Bilt in the Netherlands, Uccle in Belgium (urban), Cabauw in the Netherlands (close to urban areas), Observatoire

de Haute-Provence (OHP) in France and Jungfraujoch in Switzerland (remote).

when the MAX-DOAS profile data are smoothed vertically using S5P averaging kernels", indicating a significant impact of the

profile shape due to the different vertical sensitivity profiles of MAX-DOAS versus the satellite retrievals. It was also shown

in Liu et al. (2021) that using the S5P averaging kernel reduced the bias of about 16% in Munich for their regional TROPOMI

product. It is therefore likely that application of the satellite averaging kernel would remove part of the residual bias of S5P-RG.

However, as there are profile measurements available for only one MAX-DOAS station in this study, this is not done here.500

In summary, one can conclude that the bias of tropospheric NO2 of S5P-RG is improved compared to that of the operational

S5P product for almost all stations by 5-18%, while the overall dispersion of both products is similar, although the dispersion

from the RMA regression line is better for the standard S5P. Difference dispersion and correlation parameters are superior for

S5P-RG compared to CAMS-RG-I.

In figure 17 we present the ratio of the CAMS a priori based retrieval by the original retrieval at the MAX-DOAS locations.505

Most locations show values around 1.1, indicating that the coarse resolution of the TROPOMI a priori may lead to a 10%

underestimation of the tropospheric column in urban regions. For Athens this is about 30%, showing that the exact ratio will

depend strongly on the location of the MAX-DOAS instrument. The remote locations show values smaller than unity, as

discussed above. Interestingly, the ratio is relatively constant over the whole time period, with no obvious seasonality.
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7 Conclusions510

In this work, we present a comparison of tropospheric NO2 from TROPOMI observations over Europe with the median

(ENSEMBLE), as well as 7 individual models included in the CAMS regional air quality ensemble for various selected periods

from May 2018 to March 2021. A methodological scheme was introduced for model-satellite comparisons which makes the

relative differences independent of the prior profile shape used in the satellite retrieval. We suggest that optimal model-satellite

comparisons can be done in two ways, either by applying the satellite averaging kernels to the modelled profiles, or by replacing515

the a priori in the retrieval with the modelled profiles, making use of the averaging kernel and air-mass factor information in

the original TROPOMI NO2 L2 files.

During summer, the tropospheric NO2 columns based on the CAMS ENSEMBLE having applied the satellite averaging

kernels agree quantitatively to the corresponding columns from TROPOMI, especially over major European cities. Background

values in summer, however, are found to be significantly higher in the TROPOMI dataset indicating issues with the modelling520

of soil emissions in the CAMS models, or with the separation of troposphere from the stratosphere in the retrieval. In winter, the

average ENSEMBLE based column amount is found to be significantly and systematically higher and the difference seems to

increase with latitude. Possible reasons for this, including both larger retrieval uncertainties and modelling deficiencies of NO2

simulations in winter were discussed. Validation against surface NO2 concentrations performed within CAMS does not confirm

however this different behaviour depending on latitude, a fact which points to the complementary value of satelite derived525

tropospheric columns as a means for validating atmospheric composition models. Moreover, a well documented negative bias

in TROPOMI has been partly addressed in processor version 1.4.0 of the NO2 retrieval that became operational in December

2020 and lead to an increase of the column amounts compared to previous versions, especially in winter. This developent has

the potential to reduce the afforementioned difference between TROPOMI and CAMS.

Qualitatively, the majority of all modelled NO2 local enhancements over cities, industries, power plants, highways and530

shipping routes, derived from the underlying emission maps, are also observed by TROPOMI. Transient features such as city

plumes are also comparable, although the differences there appear more pronounced as the characteristics of the modelled

plumes are very sensitive on the modelling of advection. An examination of the spatial aspects of the columns derived on the

basis of the individual CAMS regional models during a summer month reveal mostly similarities with those of the ENSEMBLE

but values especially at hotspots acquire quite different values signifying a considerable model spread. TROPOMI columns in535

summertime are thus found to lie within that model spread in all examined areas. The spread is much more sizeable during

autumn-winter, but this increased model variability in wintertime conditions is apparently not enough to explain the large

discrepancies between the satellite and model based columns. The spatial correlation at European cities on the other hand does

not exhibit clear signs of seasonality and in most cases we obtain values larger than 0.8.

Comparisons of TROPOMI retrievals using the CAMS a priori based on either the forecasts of analyses indicate that in most540

areas of mainland Europe, retrievals based on analysed profiles have up to ~20% higher values compared to those based on the

forecasts, especially during summertime. This indicates that the assimilation of NO2 observations by the models, mainly in
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the form of surface observations, can considerably modify the shape and values of the CAMS vertical profile. The difference

in winter is significantly reduced.

By making use of the averaging kernel and air-mass factor information in the original TROPOMI NO2 L2 files we were545

also able to estimate the impact of the free troposphere on the model-satellite comparison, and despite the relatively small

contribution of the free troposphere to the total tropospheric column, the effect on the comparison was found to be substantial,

suggesting that the free troposphere should be invariably considered. This is of special interest as free tropospheric NO2

concentrations were generally found to be very low in the regional models at altitudes above 3km, partly because processes

like lightning, deep convection and aircraft emissions are not consistently described in the regional models the way they are in550

the CAMS global system. TROPOMI tropospheric columns derived using alternative configurations of the CAMS profiles to

replace the a priori of the retrieval were also compared and while the use of the CAMS regional ENSEMBLE for the boundary

layer systematically leads to higher urban area values due to the higher resolution of the underlying emissions and models, the

use of the IFS (compo) model for the free troposphere was found to lead to more balanced or even decreased columns at rural

areas.555

We also introduce a new European TROPOMI L2 product utilizing a priori profiles from the CAMS models, building on

methodology and tools developed for the model-satellite comparisons. This new product makes use of a vertically merged

CAMS regional ENSEMBLE and global model profile to replace the a priori used in the retrieval and thus takes advantage of

the substantially higher horizontal resolution of the CAMS regional models leading to an increase in the dynamical range of

the NO2 columns compared to the operational retrieval product, with typically increased tropospheric columns of up to 30%560

over emission hotspots and slight decreases over background areas.

This characteristic is further supported by calculating the ratio of the TROPOMI column with the replaced a priori over

the native TROPOMI column at the locations of the global MAX-DOAS network of remote sensing instruments. Most urban

locations indicate a 10% enhancement of the column when replacing the TM5-MP a priori of the retrieval with the merged

CAMS profile. Remote locations however point to values of the ratio lower than unity, which means that the replacement of the565

a priori corrects to lower column values. These corrections seem to be robust in time, with no obvious seasonality. Comparisons

with MAX-DOAS and Pandora data indicate that the overall bias of tropospheric NO2 when replacing the a prioris is improved

compared to that of the standard, standard TROPOMI product, although the dispersion from the RMA regression line is slightly

better for the standard TROPOMI.

The findings of this paper reveal a generally favourable comparison between TROPOMI and the CAMS regional models,570

although certain aspects of the comparison expose some of the intrinsic uncertainties of both the TROPOMI product and the

CAMS models. Noteworthy improvements are expected from the TROPOMI side with the introduction of version 2.2.0 of the

retrieval algorithm in July 2021, but these will unlikely be enough to bridge the gap with the wintertime modelled columns, as

it was identified in our comparison. Identifying the reasons behind these discrepancies in NO2 columns might probably also

require model sensitivity studies with alternative chemistry and vertical mixing schemes as well as further improvements in the575

input data such as emissions and their injection heights.
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Code and data availability. The bulk of the code used in this paper has been written in Python and is available upon request from the

authors. Horizontal interpolation was done using the regridding capabilities of the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF, https://

earthsystemmodeling.org/regrid, last access: 20 May 2022). TROPOMI L2 datasets used in this paper are made available operationally

through the ESA Sentinel-5P data hub (https://s5phub.copernicus.eu, last access:20 May 2022) while the new L2 product described in580

section 6 can be found in https://www.temis.nl/airpollution/no2col/no2_euro_tropomi_cams.php (last access: 20 May 2022)

CAMS model data, both for the regional models and IFS (compo) were retrieved from the CAMS Atmosphere Data Store:

https://ads.atmosphere.copernicus.eu (last access: 20 May 2022)
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